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 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.

 (2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.

 (3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever 
necessary.

 (4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

 (5) Assume suitable data, if necessary.

 (6) Use of Non-programmable Electronic Pocket 
Calculator is permissible.

 (7) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic 
Communication devices are not permissible in 
Examination Hall.

 (8) Size chart permitted.

 (9) Basic bodice block is permissible.

Marks

1.  Attempt any FIVE of the following: 20

a) Draft and write the drafting instructions of fish tail skirt of 
size 12 (refer size chart 2) 1 : 4 cm scale.

b) Define dart manipulation; Explain the importance of dart 
manipulation.

c) Suggest suitable colour, texture and print for tall bride with an 
oval figure. Give justification for your suggestion.

d) What is draping? Write down the stepwise process to drape to 
skirt block on the dress form (front and back)

e) State the advantages and disadvantages of Nested grading.
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f) Render two types of Jump suit for kid and write down required 
measurements.

g) Differentiate between slash and pivot method, show its application 
to convert waist dart in to French dart. (Flat, suggestive diagrams 
only). Do not do actual drafting.

2.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 16

a) Draft the diagram of boxer, shorts of men with seat 90 (refer 
size chart 3) write drafting instructions 1  :  4 cm scale.

b) Illustrate the location of various darts on front bodice block 
and name it.

c) Alter the pattern for loose neck and gapping neck; write with 
their fitting alters and standards.

3.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 16

a) Illustrate any two current fashion of S.B. coat having collar 
and pocket.

b) Design and develop 1  :  4 size on front bodice for non symmetric 
dart and intersecting dart. (assume any size)

c) Define grading; write down the practical principles of grading 
and name the methods of grading.

4.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 16

a) Draft the casual Jeans block along with all the features such as 
fly front and back pocket as fashion figure on it : Illustration 
is compulsory.

b) Which faults are found in ladies trouser; Explain any two with 
causes and their remedies with help of sketch.

c) Enlist any four tools used for draping and explain them with 
neat sketches.
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5.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 16

a) Draft the Kameez (size - 12) and estimate the cloth required 
if the width of the cloth is 110  cm.

b) State the method of conversion of dart into tucks and pleats 
with examples.

c) Grade the bodice block in size to size 14 by pivot method. 
(Use size 12 block)

6.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 16

a) Write and sketch step by step making bias bag used to cut the 
pattern of Chudiddar.

b) What is good fit? Enlist elements of good fit, that judge the 
fit.

c) List out four types of abnormalities that occur in human body 
and why; write any four characteristics of triangular figure.




